CC2DCA Community Meeting
December 7, 2021, 7:00-8:00 PM
Transcript

The recorded meeting can be accessed by clicking HERE. Below is an unofficial transcript of the
meeting.

Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):
OK, it looks like we are one minute into the meeting. I think we can officially start. Welcome
everyone. My name is Laurent Cartayrade. I am the project manager with VHB, the consulting
firm that is supporting Arlington County and VDOT on the CC2DCA study. Thank you for joining
us tonight for the second community meeting for the Crystal City to Ronald Reagan Washington
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National Airport Multimodal Connection Study. I think we are good to go, so Matt, if you want
to move on to the next slide.

So, before we officially start with the meeting, I would like to provide some information on how
this is going to work. So, we will start with a very brief presentation to give you an overview
of the work that the CC2DCA study team has done since the last public engagement
period, which was as some of you may know, this past summer. I just want to note that this
presentation is not intended to repeat or replace the detailed information materials that
are available online on the study’s website, which we hope you had some time to look at. Those
materials - just as an aside - are available on the website both in English, in Spanish, and in
Mandarin Chinese. If you haven't looked at them, it's fine. You have until January 9th to review
them and provide your input. After the brief presentation, the major part of the meeting will
be dedicated to a live Q and A (question and answer) session or comment session. You may
enter your questions or your comments at any time in the live event Q&A box in the Zoom
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program. The project team will respond to your questions as they are entered. Tonight, we also
have with us Spanish, and Mandarin Chinese language interpreters, so if you are more
comfortable expressing yourselves in either of these languages, feel free to type in the question
in the Q & A box and the language interpreters will translate the question for the study team.
Then they'll translate the response back. So Sam, if you want to give us a quick summary of this
Spanish.

Samantha Vila (Interpreter):

Gracias. Después de una breve presentación, la reunión se dedicará a una sesión de Preguntas y
respuestas y comentarios en vivo. Puede ingresar sus preguntas o comentarios en cualquier
momento en el cuadro de Preguntas y respuestas del evento en vivo. El equipo del proyecto
responderá a sus preguntas a medida que ingresen. Puede ingresar preguntas en (español o
chino) si lo prefiere. Traduciremos la pregunta para el equipo del estudio, luego traduciremos la
respuesta. Gracias. Go ahead, Charlotte.

Charlotte Zhang (VHB, Interpreter):

谢谢。在简短的介绍之后，会议将进行现场提问/回答和评论环节。 您可以在任何时候将
您的问题或意见输入现场活动的问答框。项目组将就您提出的问题作出回应。如果需要，
您可以用（西班牙语或中文）输入问题。我们将为研究小组翻译问题，然后再翻译答复。
Ok, back to Laurent.
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Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):

Thank you very much Sam and Charlotte. So, I think now we've gone over all of the specifics of
how the meeting is going to go, so I'm just going to hand now the meeting over to Kyle Kling,
the project manager for Arlington County. Kyle over to you.

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Thanks Laurent. Good evening everyone and thank you for being here this evening. As
Laurent mentioned, my name is Kyle Kling. I serve as the Capital project coordinator for
Arlington County and I'm the project manager for the CC2DCA study. With me tonight are Nate
Graham, who is a public engagement specialist with Arlington County, and Angel Aymond from
the Virginia Department of Transportation. VDOT and Arlington County are working closely
together on the CC2DCA study. We also have several representatives from VHB with us tonight
who are the county's consultant for this study. Together, we're here to answer everyone's
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questions or take comments on the recent materials that were recently published to the
website.

Next slide, please. Prior to diving into question and comments, let me provide you with a quick
overview of our progress so far to date. As some of you may remember, our first public
engagement period for CC2DCA took place earlier this summer. Back then, our goal was to
introduce the study to the community and solicit feedback and comments, which in turn helped
us develop the studies Purpose and Need.
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Next slide. Can you go back one please? Thanks, we are now starting our second public
engagement period, which will last through January 9th. So what has the project team been
working on since this summer?
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Next slide. So First off, since the last public engagement meeting we defined the study’s
Purpose and Need. The Purpose and Need is the why of a proposed project. Purpose describes
what the project is aiming to achieve, while Need explains what issues the project is intended
to address. The Purpose and Need for the CC2DCA study was defined in coordination with local,
state, and federal agencies after we reviewed existing conditions, relevant local plans and
policies, the potential demand for a connection, and public input that was received from the
first public engagement period. I'll go ahead and read the Purpose and Need out loud, since this
is an essential element of the project study. The purpose of the Crystal City to Washington
National Airport study is to enhance connectivity for non-vehicular travel between Crystal City
and Washington National Airport.

Can we go back two slides please? One more. Yep. The following needs have been identified for
the study. First Need is to support active transportation travel choice. A second Need is to
facilitate intermodal connectivity. And the third Need element is to advance goals of local and
regional plans. As an additional stipulation, any built alternative will be designed and
implemented in a context sensitive manner, especially with consideration to the George
Washington Memorial Parkway, which is a unit of the National Park Service. Last month, the
National Park Service, the US Environmental Protection Agency, and the US Army Corps of
Engineers, which are concurring agencies for the study, concurred on the Purpose and Need,
allowing the study to move on to the next step.
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Next slide. After developing the Purpose and Need, we defined a process to develop
alternatives for potential CC2DCA connection. The National Environmental Policy Act, or more
commonly referred to as NEPA, requires federal agencies to consider alternatives as they’re
project planning. As we explained last summer, CC2DCA uses federal funds and may use federal
land, and as a result, it is subject to NEPA. An important point to remember about alternatives
is that at minimum they must meet the Purpose and Need. There is no reason for the project
team to consider an alternative that would not do what a project is intended to do. A second
key point is that at this time we have only identified a set of concepts that will later be refined
into alternatives. We want to get your feedback now before we continue further with the
alternative development process.

With that in mind, here's what we've done. First, we identified a study area. As you can see on
the left side of your screen. This is the area within which it would make sense to construct a
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potential CCDC a connection. After that we identified a set of potential CC2DCA corridors within
that given study area. Corridors are just alignments. Essentially lines on a map along which
a potential CC2DCA connection could be built. We identified 14 corridors for a potential
connection. After that we screened the corridors using a set of criteria developed from the
Purpose and Need. If we found that a corridor did not meet one of those criteria, we eliminated
it, because this means that the corridor does not meet the Purpose and Need of the project.

[Brief interlude while team pulls up back-up slides due to technical difficulties.]

Sorry about that guys. I was struggling to find the unmute button there. I have multiple
screens up. So just to recap real quick. As I mentioned before we had a little snafu here, so if
the corridors did not meet one of the screening criteria, they were essentially eliminated
from consideration because that means more or less that that corridor does not meet the
intended Purpose and Need for the project. So, moving on to this slide here. After we went
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through that process, we were left with five potential corridors. Those potential corridors are
shown here in green on the map. You can find more information about each of these corridors
and the screening process on the project web page, which I believe Nate has put into the chat
box below.

Next slide, please. So, the next step in the process after the corridors were screened was to
develop potential concepts. So, concepts are types of connections. For instance, a bridge, a
tunnel or a hybrid of the two that could be constructed along a corridor. Something I want to
note is that the concepts are nothing more than a connection type at this point in time.
Features like width, height or depth, the location of where potential peers or columns may be,
and any aesthetic elements are really undefined at this point in time. Although we developed
16 concepts across four of the retained corridors, no concepts could be developed for the 5th
corridor because of conflicts with existing infrastructure. Finally, we screened the concepts
using a second set of screening criteria that were also developed from the Purpose and Need.
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So, again, if a concept did not meet one of those criteria, it would not meet the Purpose
and Need for the project, and, therefore, it was removed from further consideration. Note that
the results of the screening step are still preliminary, and we intend to finalize these sometime
after this public engagement period closes on January 9th.

So, moving on to what you see here on the screen now, preliminary concept screening yielded 6
concepts which we are proposing to move forward with at this time. As you can see, these
concepts consist of three bridges, two tunnels, and one hybrid concept.
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Next slide, please. And with that, this concludes our summary overview for the projects. As I
mentioned previously, for more detailed information, please review the materials available
on the project’s web page which includes a prerecorded presentation which goes into detail in
regards to the associated concepts and corridors, as well as the Purpose and Need. And then
there's also fact sheets on the website as well, which detail each corridor and concept
individually. With that being said, I'd like to open the floor up for any questions or comments at
this time. Please use the Q&A button at the bottom of the panel there to propose any
questions to the design team. And with that I'll hand things over to Nate to facilitate this
question-and-answer period.

Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):

Thank you, Kyle. Before Nate chimes in, I would like to apologize to everyone for the little
technical issue we've had and thank everyone for their patience when we were fixing it. So
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again, sorry that that happened, but I think we're back on track and thank you very much
everyone for bearing with us. So, with that, Nate over to you.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Alright, thank you everybody. Once again, my name is Nate Graham. I am a public engagement
specialist for transportation projects here with the County and will be facilitating our Q&A
period. So, as you can see on the screen the Q&A box highlighted in red in that snip from a
screenshot is where you want to be sending your questions. I want to thank Pam Van Hine for
the kind words about the engagement materials. This team, and particularly our partners at
VHB, has done a really heavy lift to put together a lot of those materials and balance the need
to be technically specific with being informative and at least a little bit accessible to a wider
audience. So, we commend them on their hard work, and I appreciate you putting that nice
note into kick us off this evening.

The first item: we have a question from Carol Fuller. Hello Carol. What stage of the nine NEPA
stages are we at currently? So, Kyle, why don’t we start here with you.

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah, thanks Nate. I'll give a general overview, then I'll ask Angel Aymond with VDOT to add
on anything. So currently we're in the Purpose and Need development for the project. As we
move along out of this phase here over the next several months, we're going to be looking to
take these proposed concepts that we have just referenced and move towards a preferred
alternative for the project. Angel, is there anything you'd like to add to that?
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Angel Aymond (VDOT):

Sure, I'll just add that this meeting is going to inform what may be on the table as far as a range
of alternatives, and then we'll drill in like Kyle mentioned, into identifying a preferred
alternative and that will allow us to advance with finalization of the NEPA document for public
availability. So, we're I guess it's really early in the second stage of alternatives development
process.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Thanks very much Angel and Kyle. So, Carol, I see your follow-up question in there: Does that
mean we're still at stage one? And as Angel stated, I think that means we're at stage two. So
yes, very much still early in the NEPA review process. Again, when we kicked this process off in
April of this year, we anticipated that this process would be a three-year study, and we are
going about these steps as methodically as possible because there is a great deal of interagency
coordination going on as part of this process as well.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Alright, I have a question from one of our attendees. Is there a budget range established for
the built component of this project, or is it too early to say? Kyle, can you get us started, and
we can have other members of the team chime in?

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):
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Yeah, sure so. We're still too early on in the process to really determine what the actual
construction costs or the design costs as well, for that matter, would be for this project. I think
until we really have a preferred alternative selected and have a better understanding of what
this connection may look like, whether it will be a bridge or whether it’ll be a tunnel, or you
know, where it's going to be located and what it will impact. It's just simply too hard to put a
dollar figure on that at this point in time.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Alright great. I am getting some more questions now. Thank you very much. We are going to
answer as many of them live as we can. And as I'm just going to take this moment here very
quickly to remind you that Q&A function is right there in the bottom of your zoom
screen. Please go ahead and submit your questions at any time and we will get to them in the
order they are submitted.

Question from Mr. Berne. Hello Mr. Berne. I am going to preface
this with a couple of statements about the nature of tunnels. A tunnel can attract criminals
who may assault users. Trash can also accumulate in tunnels and attract rats and vermin.
These can increase costs for policing, maintenance and sanitation. Are you considering these
factors when evaluating the choice of a tunnel?

So, Kyle, I think we may want to get some input from our colleagues at VDOT here about what
considerations are, in fact, in play for this phase of the NEPA review process and shed a little
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bit of light on what factors are really weighing in on advancing different corridors and
preliminary concepts.

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Thanks Nate. Yeah, I'll just add real quick to that. So obviously we have been in coordination
with, and have representatives as part of the study team, from various county departments.
That does include the county Police Department as well, so they have been involved in this
process to date. I think as Nate was alluding to, you know all those safety issues is something
we have considered. I think the Purpose and Need development and alternative development
process is really focusing on, you know, what this connection may look like, where it may be
located. And once we really get down the line and have a more preferred alternative selected,
we’ll engage in those conversations more seriously, once we know what we're really working
with.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

So Kyle, just to clarify, at this current stage of the NEPA process, the user experience, is not a
primary consideration when making selections.

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah, Nate, thanks, uh. I think the user experience in the overarching way is considered,
such as, is it going to reduce travel times? Is it going to be more direct? So things that are really
associated with that Purpose and Need element are considered. Not necessarily you know,
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lower-level things such as is it gonna, you know, collect trash? Or is it going to be susceptible to
you know some other things like that? As I mentioned, though, obviously safety is something
we are, you know, serious about and something that we will consider, and are considering, and
have already started those conversations. And I think if, you know, our colleagues over at the
Police Department have seen anything to date that would have, you know, been a red flag, we
would have certainly heard about it.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Thanks Kyle, I appreciate that clarification. Uhm, let's see here. Alright yeah, yeah addressed
that one. We've got another question from one of our attendees. Is there interrelation
between CC2DCA Study and finalization of the new VRE station and access? And just because
of the wording of this question, I'm going to treat this as, Is a future connection between a
potential multi-modal CC2DCA and the new VRE station part of the considerations of this
NEPA process for the CC2DCA study? So, Kyle, I know I'm coming to you a lot here. Please feel
free to tap into the rest of the panel if you are interested.

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah, so I'll just give a brief overview here, and then Laurent or Drew if you guys want to hop in
on this. So uh, one of the need elements or one of the things we discussed in the Purpose and
Need was that we really thought that this connection needed to be something that facilitated
intermodal connectivity, and, at a high level, that means: Can this connection serve people
who essentially are leaving the airport and want to connect to a train? Or, you know, leaving
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Metro and want to get to the airport? And with that we have been in coordination with VRE.
We understand that they are working on a new station in Crystal City and so for that reason we
really thought it was vital to add that Purpose and Need element into our plans at this point in
time, simply because we realized the study you know in this future connection should really
focus on getting people, you know, to the airport and to different modes of transportation as
well.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Drew, you want to chime in here?

Drew Morrison (VHB):

I think Kyle covered it well, but exactly: What we've been looking at is a range of different ways
to connect to the rail station. And you'll see within our fact sheets that includes the area where
the potential new VRE platform as well as a potential future Amtrak platform farther to the
south could be. So the range of concepts that you see extend those two platforms. It's
something we've been looking at as a fundamental element of the concepts and an important
piece of both coordination as well as the type of multimodal connectivity we can create.

Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):

And if I can add something, perhaps jumping the gun on another question I see in the list, is
that was an important factor in the screening process for corridors and concepts, and this is
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what contributed in part to the elimination of the Corridor 10 options. About which there is a
question because those Corridor 10 options will not allow a connection to the rail station.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Alright Laurent, you're stealing my thunder taking one of my questions away.

Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):

Oh jeez! But it seems to be like a natural transition from one to the other, and just while people
were thinking about that.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

All right, very well. So Miss Van Hine your question: A brief review of why none of the corridor
ten options made it through the concept review.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Thank you. Laurent, I know you just addressed it in brief, but Drew do you mind if we roll
back to the slide with the corridor options and you can maybe walk Miss Van Hine through a
little bit more of those multimodal connections you were referring to with the train platforms.
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Drew Morrison (VHB):

Yeah, great and Matt, if you could just move back two more slides here. Great, just back to that
one. Thanks so much. So you can see the green corridors here were the ones that initially
were carried through to concept development. And we ultimately concluded concept six at the
top there, that really wasn't feasible to construct a concept from that corridor. So, we're
focusing in on concepts 7 through 10 in the materials we've provided. And you can see that
concept 10 is at the far south of those options. And concept 10, like Concepts 7, 8, and 9, had
four different concepts associated with it: A, B, C, and D. The real major driver of the
elimination of all four of those concepts is that that came really at the far south end of the
potential future Amtrak platform. If we go back to that visual, you can see that the real effect
that that would have is that for if that's where the connection was for, say, a VRE passenger at
the far north of the platform all the way toward Water Park, there would be a very long walk, in
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excess of a quarter mile, to just get to the connection, let alone get to the airport. And so, given
that directness is a fundamental piece of the Purpose and Need of the project, it was seen as
not consistent with the purpose and need to have a connection that would require commuter
rail passengers to walk such a long distance to access the connection. So that was the main
driver. For concepts B and C, which were combinations of bridge and tunnel consistent with
other combination concepts, we did propose to screen out concepts that had multiple level
changes beyond two that would just add additional level changes and delay and up and down
for passengers. That again was a challenge in terms of meeting that Purpose and Need goal of
providing a direct connection for users. Back to you Nate.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Drew, that was a great answer. I really appreciate you walking us through that one. I'm going to
re address this. I think we sort of got there with Mr. Berne’s comments and question about
bridge and tunnel. But user Steve W would like to know, At what stage will the user experience
be considered in the bridge versus tunnel discussion?

I think this might be a good opportunity for Kyle and maybe Laurent and Angel to shed some
light on the next steps for the neighbor process, now that we know we're in stage two of
nine, where do the refined concept where did these preliminary concepts go? Once this phase
is complete and what is the refinement process as we take these preliminary concepts that
we've proposed here, these six that were shown on your screen here as part of the little intro
presentation and are available in the materials on the project website. What happens to them
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next and where does user experience fit as part of those considerations during the
refinement process?

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah, thank Nate, so I'll just say a few things here and then ask Angel and or Lauren to fill
in. So as I mentioned, we're in our second public engagement phase, which is going to run
through early January. Once we have an opportunity to look at the comments that we've
received from that engagement phase, we will see if any necessary changes are needed to the
screening criteria or the concepts that we have selected now. After that, we will slowly begin
moving towards winnowing down those concepts even further in hopes of having a preferred
alternative selected sometime in the middle of next year. Related to specifics, I'll ask Angel or
Laurent to fill in on what they envisioned us working on over or see us working on over the next
couple months.

Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):

Angel, you want to go, or you want me to go? Perhaps you’re on mute.

Angel Aymond (VDOT):

That would help! Sure, I'll just speak briefly to, you know, not to reiterate completely Kyle's
comments. Right now we're in feedback mode on these concepts, and the preliminary
screening results. What we've proposed to be further considered is by no means final. At
this time, we are welcoming all public feedback, even if there are comments on what may
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be the user experience for things that may ultimately be in the range of alternatives. So we
won't get into analyzing user experience at this stage because that is not directly part of
the Purpose and Need, there are other ways that will be brought to bear in the process,
especially when we get to conceptual design and later in the process and detailed design. We
will be seeking public comment all throughout this process. And if if the public, if any members
of the public do wish to write comments to that end on how the user experience will be
impacted, then we would welcome that. Laurent, anything to add there?

Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):

Nope, I think you covered it all. Thank you.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Thanks very much everyone. Appreciate shedding some light on the process and what comes
next. So, we have that one addressed. We're going to read a question here, and I am going to
preface it by reminding folks that there is a little bit of confusion here and there. We have
a question and comment here about clarification for funding. It includes a quote that comes
from a local news article. The content of that local news article was based on a study that was
not commissioned by Arlington County about the CC2DCA multimodal connector. So I want to
just highlight that there is a difference between work that may have received news coverage in
the past couple of years with this NEPA study. This NEPA study is the beginning of Arlington
County's process for developing a range of alternatives for a multimodal connection to DCA
from Crystal City, and it is not building off of work that was done by other entities. So with that
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caveat in mind, I'm going to read this question now and we'll start with Kyle. And again
Kyle, please direct this as you see fit to the rest of the panel. Our anonymous attendee
asks, Can you please clarify funding the CC2DCA pedestrian bridge- [again, this isn't we have
not made any decisions about the nature of this multimodal connection] - from Crystal City to
Reagan National Airport, which is envisioned as providing a highline like experience. As it
stands, the GW Parkway and makes walking to the airport more feasible for those in
the National Landing area. [Once again, that statement there is a quote from a local news
article, but the more salient point here to complete the quote is -] the project is set to receive
18 million from NVRA, which is the Northern Virginia Transportation Authority of the
estimated total project cost of 36.2 million. So, Kyle, can we talk about where these figures
came from? Are they part of a previous study by other entities, or are they part of our work
today?

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah Nate, thanks, and thanks for that background information as well. So these figures
are generally aligned with what we have allocated to the project currently. We do get that
18 million number from NVTA as a figure that we intend to use for the construction of a future
connection. That number was simply, not necessarily a guess, but it was a high-level planning
estimate that was put together by County staff to help fund this project. I think it's entirely
plausible that at some point in time we may either reduce funding or may need additional
funding for this project. So right now, we have about 36.2 million allocated to the project, but
it's likely those figures will change with time as we continue to refine this connection.
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Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Alright, thank you Kyle for that clarification. I hope that it provides the background you were
looking for from that quote out of the local news article. And if you need further clarification,
if you have any other questions about funding, please go ahead and submit it now. We've got
one more question in the Q&A. Once again, I want to welcome further questions and answers
in the Q&A chat box. At this time, we do have about 20 minutes remaining, and we want to
make sure that you are able to use this opportunity to answer any remaining questions you
may have.

Maybe you've gotten a chance to glance at the project materials, which are available on
the CC2DCA project webpage. That link is in the chat. You can find the chat right next to the
Q&A button. I've left it there so you can find that. There is a pre-recorded presentation. If you
don't want to digest the entire 30-minute presentation at once, what I would advise is go ahead
and start the feedback form, which is the first set of buttons that you'll get in that public
process section. The project team has done a great job of chopping up this video into more
digestible segments that are directly applicable to the section of the feedback form that you're
in, so that's very useful. Breaking it down into 5-to-8-minute increments and then asking
relevant questions immediately afterwards. That's all within the feedback form.

You have between now and January 9th to submit your feedback, either using that
form, submitting questions here this evening, or writing us an email by emailing
info@cc2dca.us with your feedback form comments. So once again between now and January
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9th there are three ways to submit your comments. One of them is here tonight and the other
two are through the feedback form and via email directly.

So, the last - nope, I've got another one now. So, I've got two more questions in the
queue here. It is likely that Amazon HQ2 is a significant stakeholder in this endeavor, along
with other major stakeholders like NPS, the National Park Service. Have either of these major
stakeholders articulated any considerations at this point? So, Kyle and Angel, I think this is a
good time to perhaps shed some light on what the interagency or extra-agency – outside
the governmental coordination structure process is at this time. I know NPS is certainly a
major stakeholder and has been deeply involved, but who else might be part of that picture,
and how does this process incorporate their feedback?

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah, so as was mentioned early on in the presentation, we did have a stipulation to
the Purpose and Need based off of conversations with National Park Service and their concerns
with any type of future connection not incorporating - or not being context sensitive. So that is
something we certainly are aware of, and that, as I mentioned, that came from having
coordination with National Park Service. So we have been engaged with other outside agencies
as well. Angel and her staff at VDOT have taken the lead on that, so you know if you want to
add on to that, feel free and if there's still any questions after you add on, I'd be happy to
answer those.
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Angel Aymond (VDOT):

Sure, yeah, I'll just add that the Park Service is considered a concurring agency, which
essentially means that at each major step of the study we will seek their agreement. For
instance, for the purpose and need the Park Service did concur with that statement that was
shown earlier. Park Service, along with US Environmental Protection Agency, as well as US
Army Corps of Engineers: they're all informed by a host of other state, federal, and local entities
who provide regular feedback on the study progress. Then I don't want to speak to Amazon
specifically because that's really a county-lead effort (the stakeholder engagement), but I know
that the County is working to maintain regular engagement with a suite of stakeholders.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Thanks very much, Kyle and Angel. We've got that one down. Alright, I'm onto my last question,
which means I'm once again inviting you to submit yours at this time. Another question from
Ms. Van Hine. What is the current timetable from now to the opening of the connection? Kyle,
can you give us a little bit of a window into a potential schedule?

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah, I can't speak specifically to when will see any type of connection actually opening. What I
can do is provide you a little more detail on what we anticipate moving forward. So we, as Nate
mentioned, we anticipate this new process hopefully wrapping up sometime in 2023. At
which time will we really start diving into the design, detailed design, and engineering for any
type of connection for the preferred alternative or preferred concept for moving forward. We
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envision that taking approximately two to three years (that being that the design of the
project), and currently we're planning on construction beginning sometime in 2028 or 2029. But
that being said, it really depends. Construction timeline is really going to depend on what type
of connection we are trying to construct. You know a tunnel or bridge have different
components that need to be considered, and I think as a result of that it's really hard to place
a duration on construction right now.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

We're very early in the process, and it is hard to determine what comes next, but that's the
purpose of this study. Thank you, Kyle, for illustrating that for us. Got a new question here. Is
there a preferred procurement or contracting method given the schedule? And I suspect I
know the answer to this question, but Kyle, I'll let you chime in.

Kyle Kling (Arlington County):

Yeah, at this point in time I won't necessarily say the County is committing to a specific
procurement method. I think we're keeping things open as we move forward throughout the
process at this point in time, but we have not made a final decision. Likely, as is the case with a
lot of this, once we have that preferred alternative, we'll have a better handle on how we
intend to procure this.
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Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Thank you, Kyle. I've got another question from Mr. Berne. I'm going to, Drew, I'm going to put
you on the hot seat here because I think this has to do with how we informed both the Purpose
and Need and our current process at this phase in terms of anticipated travel demand. So,
Mr. Berne asks, Have there been any consideration of the of the possibility that the project
may decrease Metrorail use and Metro's revenues more than it will decrease automobile
use? Parking is expensive at the airport. People wishing to save money use Metro. Most of
the connection - most use of the connection will divert users from Metro rather than users of
automobiles. Can you speak a little bit more to the demand analysis that VHB has conducted so
far and what we're seeing at this stage of this preliminary moment in our NEPA process?

Drew Morrison (VHB):

Yeah, great question Nate and Mr. Berne for raising that. So, what I would say is that the first
thing to start with is to recall the range of the different types of multimodal connections that a
more direct connection can open up. So, one of the things that the Purpose and Need identifies
is the connection to allow air to rail transfers. So, we have that both in terms of VRE with the
relocated VRE station, as well as future Amtrak service, and Amtrak has had similar connections
at, for example, Newark Liberty Airport that have been successful. And there's also regional
planning about potentially extending MARC across the river to provide connection into
Maryland. So just starting with that rail component, it's important to note the range of
potential new connections for folks who today may drive and park because they live
in, say, Fredericksburg. But if the VRE connection to the airport were made more direct,
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perhaps they would transfer over to that mode. So, there is definitely different types of users
who, in terms of those rail connections who might drive and park today who may see a more
direct and convenient connection that leads to some mode shift. Another category of user
today may also include Metrobus passengers who, whether on Metroway or on local bus as
well, not just WMATA Metrobus, are able to get off the bus and directly go to one of the
concepts that we've identified and may choose that mode.

In terms of understanding - we are also looking at whether you know current or potential
Metrorail passengers - those who travel from Crystal City to National Airport today would also
potentially make use of a connection, and it's something that we are evaluating. Overall mode
choice is something that depends not just on cost alone, but on the range of factors around
convenience. So, certainly through our evaluation of the project through the transportation
analysis that's part of the environmental assessment, we will be looking at, you know, what's
the range of sources? Are there any potential impacts on other modes, and what does that
mean? But that's something that we really will assess further as we continue to dive through
the environmental process.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

Drew, that was a very comprehensive answer. Thank you very much for shedding some light on
the demand analysis that's been part of this process so far. Alright, that wraps up my question
queue. I'm going to vamp for a couple of minutes here. If there are any further questions or
comments at this time, you are always able to reach the project team either through the
project inbox, which is info@cc2dca.us or directly through Kyle and myself, who's whose names
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and contact information are listed on the project website. I will once again use this opportunity
to remind you that comment is open through January 9th, 2022. It's sooner than you think. But
it is hopefully ample time to get us through the holidays and a catch anyone who maybe missed
it due to preparation or travel or what have you. This engagement effort is ongoing. This is one
mode of feedback: questions and answers from this Q&A session will be incorporated as part
of the feedback package at the conclusion of this public engagement window. You also have the
online feedback form, which again has the prerecorded presentation, which is available in
English, Spanish and Mandarin Chinese, as well as the feedback form in those same three
languages. You'll be able to watch the snippets of that presentation, broken down and
organized by the relevant questions. It walks you through the process. You can also review
the individual screening criterions and how each potential corridor and potential preliminary
concept fared when the screening criteria from the Purpose and Need statement were applied
in this in this exercise and provide comment now. That is what we're doing here in this public
comment window. And you can also submit your comments directly by email once again to that
project Inbox at info@cc2dca.us. All that is listed on the project website. You can find it in the
chat box here in the meeting.

But seeing no further questions I want to start by thanking all of you for spending some time
with us this evening asking questions and for your interest in the CC2DCA study. I want to thank
our project panelists from VDOT, my colleagues at Arlington, and from our consultant team
at VHB. And I want to thank you all for your patience when we sort of hiccupped our way
through a little bit of technical difficulty. I really appreciate everyone's hard work to get us back
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on track earlier this evening, and I want to thank you for your patience as we worked through
that. Laurent, any last words before we adjourn?

Laurent Cartayrade (VHB):

No, I would just like to reiterate what you said about everybody's patience with us, and I would
like to reiterate that we apologize. I think we identified the problem since we have a couple of
minutes left, I'll just say that there were some, apparently, timings incorporated into the slides
that had not been deleted as planned, and so the slides had life of their own. So that is what
happened. It took us a little bit of time to fix that, but again, thank you everybody for
restraining from throwing virtual tomatoes at us. I appreciate your patience with us, and I hope
nevertheless that the meeting was instructive and that everybody was able to answer your
questions. Thank you again.

Nate Graham (Arlington County):

All right. With that, we'll conclude for this evening. Thank you all so much for your time, and we
welcome your questions. And we look forward to reviewing your feedback at the conclusion of
this public comment window. Have a good evening.
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